
ON LOOPS WITH A SPECIAL PROPERTY1

RAFAEL ARTZY

1. The loop G is defined, as usual, as a multiplicative system having

a unit u, and such that in the equation xy = z any two of x, y, z

uniquely determine the third. Let the right inverse element of any

#£G be x', so that xx' =u.

We postulate a special property w. xy-x'=y for any x and y in G.

Such loops are interesting in connection with a generalization [l]

of those plane webs whose study inspired the notion of the Moufang

loop [2]. The problem which has arisen in this respect2 was the inde-

pendence between the "inverse properties" y-y'x = x and xy-y'=x

(equivalent to those defined in [3]) and our property w. Since each of

the "inverse properties" implies the equality of the right and left

inverses of any element, the existence of a loop with the property it

and different right and left inverses of at least one element will be

sufficient to prove the independence.

In the study of our loops we use the concept of a cycle of inverses

(in short: cycle), i.e. a finite sequence of elements xu x2, • • ■ , x„ such

that x't=Xk+i mod n. The number n will be called the length of the

cycle. A length of 1 or 2 implies identity of right and left inverses

in this cycle; groups thus have only cycles of length 1 or 2. Our loops,

if finite, consist only of cycles, and every element belongs exactly to

one cycle.
In the following we shall deal mainly with the cycles and their

lengths.

2. The following properties are simple deductions from the postu-

lates. In the following x, y, z denote elements of G.

(2.1) x-yx' = y.

Proof. Let y=xz. In view of ir, xzx' =yx' =2; left multiplication

by x yields x-yx' =y.

(2.2) (xy)' = x'y'.

Proof. By ir we have (xyx')(xy)' =x'. Hence y-(xy)' =x'. Right

multiplication by y' gives y(xy)'-y' =x'y'. By virtue of ir this becomes
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(xy)' =x'y'.

Let T map each element upon its right inverse, so that ir becomes

xy-xT = y. The left inverse of any x is xT~l. In this notation we de-

rive from (2.2) by iteration

(2.3) (xy)Tn = xT"-yTn

for all n where n is an integer. Thus the T" are automorphisms of G.

3. Theorem 1: A loop G with the property t cannot consist only of u

and a finite number m of cycles of equal finite length n, unless n is a fac-

tor of 2m.

Proof. Let xu x2, ■ • ■ , xm be fixed elements of G, one from each

cycle. Every element of G, except u, may be written in the form of

x,Tk. Then

(3.1) xp-xqTk+1 = av7><*'«\        ft ^ 0 when p = q,

for a suitable function fp. By x, (3.1) implies

*7ft<*'*>-x,r = xqTk+1

or, by (2.3),

XrXpT-w-ti = x,r*+1-/»<*-'),

that is

(3.2) M- fp(k, q),p) = ft + 1 - fp(k, q).

Let us regard each cycle as an additive cyclic group Z, of integers;

Xi corresponds to the zero element and x.T* to ft. Let the sum of the

elements of each Z, be s. Since ft + ( —ft) =0 for every ft in Z<, 2s—0.

In order to find the sum of (3.2) for all ft, q, p (ftGZa;g = l, • • • ,m;

p = l, • • ■ , m) we have to consider first the range of values of r in

(3.1). When ft and q run through all possible values, p remaining

fixed, the r.h.s. of (3.1) has to represent all elements of G except u

and xp. Thus r runs through all values 1, • • • , m; fp(k, q) runs for

every r, except r=p, through all elements of Zr, and in the case

r=p through 1, • • • , n —1 only. When summing, the absence of the

zero element in the range of r has no importance, so we have

£ £/r(- /,(*. q), p) = £ £/.(/. p)-
q       k j       i

If we sum for all p also, we get

£ £ £/r(- /,(*, q), p) = £ £ £/<0\ p) = £ £ £/,(*, ?)
v     q     k pji v     «      *
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because the order of summation is irrelevant. Thus the r.h.s. and the

last term of the l.h.s. are canceled out. Now we have only to sum

the first two expressions of the r.h.s. of (3.2):

0 = m2s + m(mn — 1),

or

0 = 2m2s + 2m2n — 2m.

But, as 2s = 0, this is possible only if n divides 2m.

Corollary. // a loop with the property ir consists only of u and one

cycle, the length of the cycle is 1 or 2, i.e. right and left inverses are

identical.

The two cases of the corollary are represented by the cyclic groups

C2 and Cs, respectively. 3 cycles of length 1 give Klein's "Vierer-

gruppe," 2 cycles of length 2 yield &■ On the other hand, the author

has not succeeded in constructing a loop which consists only of u and

cycles of equal finite length greater than 2.

Theorem 2. There exist infinitely many nonisomorphic loops of

infinite order with the property ir, consisting only of u and elements of

the form xTk, where x is a fixed element and k ranges through all the

integers.

Proof. In the notation of Theorem 1 we have now m = 1. Formulae

(3.1), (3.2) become

(3.3) x-xTk+1 = xT'<k\

(3.4) /(- f(k)) = k + 1 - f(k).

Each of the following equations implies the others because of (3.4):

(3.5) /(*) = j,       f(-j) = k + 1 - j,       f(j-k-l) = -k.

Let Z be the additive group of integers. The values of/, for nonzero

arguments in sets of three, may be defined by stages according to the

following rules: If, at some stage, k is the numerically smallest non-

zero integer (the positive, if there are two) for which f(k) has not been

defined, define (3.5) to be true where j is the numerically smallest

nonzero integer (the positive, if there are two) consistent with the

requirements: (a) k, —j,j — k — l are distinct, nonzero, not previously

used as arguments of/; (b) j, k + l—j, —k have not been used previ-

ously as values of/. The first three stages are:

/(l) = -2, /(2) = 4, /(-4) = -l;
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/(-1) = 3, /(-3) = -3, /(3) = 1;

/(-2) = 5, /(-5) = - 6, /(6) = 2.

These rules may be varied in obvious ways (e.g. by choosing arbi-

trarily different values for/(l)) to give infinitely many distinct effec-

tive constructions.

Let Gf consist of Z and an additional element u, with multiplica-

tion (o) defined as suggested by (3.3):

uo u = u,       uo ft = ft,        fto (ft + 1) = «,

and

ft o (; + 1) = ft + f(j - ft) fori * k.

Then Gf has the required properties.

Suppose two such loops to be isomorphic without having equal fs.

Let the first loop be G/ with elements xTk, and the other one G„ with

elements yTk. The operation T is an invariant of the isomorphism. If

x corresponds to a fixed yTh of Ga, then x-xTk+l=xTf(® implies

(yTh)-{yTh)Tk+l = (yTh)T^k\

By (2.3) this becomes

y.yTk+l = yTnk),

and hence

f(k) = g(k) for all ft.

Thus different /'s define nonisomorphic G/s, and there exist in-

finitely many nonisomorphic G/s.

Theorem 3. The unit element and the elements of a cycle of length n,

together with the elements of all the cycles whose lengths are factors of n,

form a subloop.

Proof. Elements remain unaltered by Tn if and only if they belong

to the cycles described in the theorem. Let x, y be such elements.

Then their product also has the same property: By (2.3), (xy)Tn

= xTnyTn = xy.

Theorem 4. If a loop with the property ir has a cycle of length n,

greater than 2, it has another cycle whose length is a factor of n.

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 1 the cycle together with «

cannot form a subloop. Thus the cycle contains at least one pair of

(not necessarily distinct) elements x, y whose product is in a different
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cycle. But (xy)Tn = xy; hence the product belongs to a cycle whose

length divides n.

By Theorem 4 we get a sequence of cycles containing all cycles whose

lengths form a sequence of integers where each is a factor of the next

one. Such a sequence of cycles may imply by Theorem 3 a correspond-

ing sequence of subloops HiCZH2 - ■ ■ C-ff* such that each subloop

contains its predecessors as (not necessarily proper) subloops. The

number of subloops need not necessarily equal the number of cycles

because several cycles of equal length yield only one corresponding

subloop. The sequence of cycles whose lengths are, respectively,

«ii n2, ■ • • , nT has the following properties: Each n is a factor of all

subsequent n's. Either wi has the value 1 or 2, or Wi=w2; in the latter

case the requirements of Theorem 1 have to be satisfied: if Wi=n2

= • • • =Mm7^«m+i, then «i has to be a factor of 2m. (Since, as can be

shown without difficulty, there is no loop consisting only of u and two

cycles of length 4, w^3, if such a loop can be constructed at all.)

Theorem 5. A loop with the property ir cannot consist only of u and

two wholly distinct sequences of cycles.

Proof. Let x, y be elements of the last cycle of each sequence, and

n and p the lengths of the cycles to which x, y, respectively, belong.

Since n and p are lengths of cycles in different sequences, neither is a

factor of the other. Hence

(xy)Tn = xyTn ^ xy,

(xy)Tp = xTp-y 9* xy,

and xy cannot belong to either sequence, a contradiction.

Theorem 6. // a loop of infinite order with the property ir contains

finite cycles, then u and all elements of all cycles form a subloop.

Proof. Let p be the product of the lengths of all the cycles. Then

Tp leaves invariant all the elements of the cycles, but not the other

elements. Thus the requirements for Theorem 3 are satisfied.

4. The construction of loops with more than one sequence of cycles

is rather cumbersome. Here are some examples with one sequence.

Ct has 2 cycles of lengths 1, 2; C6 has 3 cycles of lengths 1, 2, 2. The

following multiplication tables describe one loop with cycle-lengths

2, 6 (with one subloop of order 3) and two loops with cycle-lengths

1, 8 (each with one subloop of order 2). Comparison of the last two

tables yields

Theorem 7. Loops of finite order with the property ir which are of
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identical structure as regards the number of cycles and their length, need

not be isomorphic.

M12345678
12«658743
2m1476385
3687m1524
43758m261
584263m17
6538174m2
74613285m
875m24136

1*123 4 56789 m123456789
1m89234567 lw89234567
247m695831 247w865931
3518m72694 3518m97624
46519m8372 46519m2873
573612m948 574612m398
6894713m25 6895713m42
79625814m3 79326814m5
824736915m 826437915m
93m5847216 93m7548216
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